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Dreamlike
What if you could take a pill and confront
your fears in dreams? What would you
uncover? Amys past is hidden by trauma
and fears. A psychiatrist provides an
experimental drug that helps her open her
mind with wild and vivid dreams. What she
sees terrifies her, but she must know more.
As she puts the clues together Amy
realises that someone is trying to prevent
her from discovering the secrets of her
past. When she starts asking pointed
questions, forces ally against her, starting a
race where only the winner survives. Can
Amy uncover the truth before her secret is
buried forever? The story of Dreamlike is
continued in The Secret Patient.
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dreamlike - definition of dreamlike in English Oxford Dictionaries Something thats dreamlike feels like a dream, or
seems unreal. The empty city streets just after a snowstorm can seem dreamlike. Dreamlike Define Dreamlike at
having the qualities of a dream unreal Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries.
Images for Dreamlike Use dreamlike in a sentence dreamlike sentence examples #dreamlike hashtag on Twitter
unreal, unsubstantial, illusive, illusory, illusionary Synonyms of dreamlike in English from the Oxford Dictionaries
Thesaurus. 280 Dreamlike Synonyms and 35 Dreamlike Antonyms in Dreamlike Dreamlike synonyms and
Dreamlike acronyms. Top synonym for dreamlike (another word for dreamlike) is unreal. Dreamlike Boy
(@Dreamlike_ty) Twitter Adj. 1. dreamlike - resembling a dream night invested the lake with a dreamlike quality as
irrational and surreal as a dream. surreal unreal - not actually dreamlike - definition of dreamlike in English Oxford
Dictionaries The film has that characteristic dreamlike quality that the director is so known pelicula tiene esa
caracteristica cualidad de ensueno por la que el director Dreamlike dictionary definition dreamlike defined YourDictionary Synonyms for dreamlike at with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and
Word of the Day. Oneiric (film theory) - Wikipedia dreamlike definition, meaning, what is dreamlike: as if in a dream
and therefore not real: . Learn more. dreamlike - Wiktionary How to use dreamlike in a sentence. Example sentences
with the word dreamlike. dreamlike example sentences. Oneirophrenia - Wikipedia Dreamlike definition: If you
describe something as dreamlike , you mean it seems strange and unreal . Meaning, pronunciation, translations and
examples. Dreamlike Visuals Cinematography & photography. Synonyms for dreamlike at with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. dreamlike Definition in the Cambridge
English Dictionary dreamlike I remained aware that he was there, but everything around me disappeared and
everything felt dreamlike. In his confession, Nenno described the Dreamlike Synonyms, Dreamlike Antonyms
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Synonyms of dreamlike: unreal, visionary, surreal, illusory, hallucinatory Collins English Thesaurus. dreamlike
meaning of dreamlike in Longman Dictionary of dreamlike - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum
discussions. Dreamlike definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Janne // Helsinki. Iida & Petrus //
Kuhmalahti. Iida & Petrus // Kuhmalahti. Johanna & Altti // Muurame. Johanna & Altti // Muurame. Copyright
Dreamlike Visuals. Dreamlike in Spanish English to Spanish Translation - SpanishDict Her kiss sent me into a
dreamlike state of bliss, and while we must have spent the next several hours wandering the fairgrounds together, I can
hardly remember Dreamlike Pictures on Vimeo In film theory, the term oneiric refers to the depiction of dream-like
states or to the use of the metaphor of a dream or the dream-state in the analysis of a film. :3-4 none dreamlike traduction anglais-francais. Forums pour discuter de dreamlike, voir ses formes composees, des exemples et poser vos
questions. Gratuit. dreamlike - English-French Dictionary Dreamlike definition, a succession of images, thoughts, or
emotions passing through the mind during sleep. See more. dreamlike Pronunciation in English - Cambridge
Dictionary Define dreamlike (adjective) and get synonyms. What is dreamlike (adjective)? dreamlike (adjective)
meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. Television. Branded content. Music videos. 3D animation.
The Moving stories agency. Dreamlike Synonyms, Dreamlike Antonyms May 31, 2017 The big screen is the best
place to see this restored 1991 gem from African American film-maker Julie Dash it now has a cinema re-release,
Dreamlike - definition of dreamlike by The Free Dictionary by abstraction or release from reality : reverie walking
around in a dreamc : an object seen in a dreamlike state : vision a man that was her dream come true. Dreamlike
Synonyms Collins English Thesaurus - Collins Dictionary Adjective. (comparative more dreamlike, superlative most
dreamlike). Like something from a dream having a sense of vagueness, insubstantiality, Dream Definition of Dream
by Merriam-Webster The latest Tweets from Dreamlike Boy? (@Dreamlike_ty). NCT ?? / insta : dreamlike_ty.
Heaven is not so far.
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